Dr. Alexandrine Boudreault-Fournier

Anthropology

*Listening to the RBCM*

Support and development of an ongoing partnership between the Royal BC Museum and *Anthropology of Sound (ANTH 303)*. Students create original sound compositions to accompany permanent exhibits at the museum. The project includes the creation of one playlist and two permanent listening stations at the museum.

**Media Coverage**

- *The Ring* article (February 2018): [Anthropology students turn up the sound at the Royal BC Museum](#) (page 5)
- OCUE news item (December 2017): [CEL Grant team showcases permanent UVic listening stations at Royal BC Museum](#)
- *Times Colonist* article (November 22, 2017): [Listen up: There’s nothing like a sound education](#)
- *The Ring* article (November 15, 2017): [Anthropology students turn up the sound at the Royal BC Museum](#)

Deborah Curran

Environmental Law Centre (ELC)

*Environmental Law Clinic Evaluation and Renewal*

The Environmental Law Clinic (ELC) at UVic is the oldest law clinic in Canada with an environmental advocacy focus. Operating for over 20 years, students and supervising faculty/lawyers enhance the legal capacity of First Nations and community organizations across BC to improve and protect their environment. Instructors have provided largely the same experience to students for the past decade. Innovations in legal practice, integration of Indigenous rights, potential for involving other UVic students, and shifting client and student needs mandates the evaluation and refurbishment of the ELC as an integral clinically-based, experiential learning course in the Faculty of Law.

Dr. John Lutz

History

*The UVic-Community Mapping Collaboratory (UVic CMC) Curriculum Project*

Creation of community-based participatory mapping classroom resources, instructor’s manual and online platform ([uvic.ca/mapping](http://uvic.ca/mapping)) to showcase student projects. Integration of resources in new class *On this Spot: Putting Historical Events on the Map (HSTR 370)*.
Dr. Bruce Ravelli

Sociology

CEL Research Assistant & Community Success Liaison

Development of CEL course materials and resources as well as systems for developing and maintaining ongoing relationships with community partners. Integration of resources in two courses: Issues in Contemporary Sociology: Applied Sociology through Community Engagement (SOCI 438) and Honours Seminar (SOCI 499).

Dr. Karena Shaw

Environmental studies

Responding Critically to Colonization

Development of community-based understanding of the political ecology of traditional Lekwungen and WSÁNEĆ territories—to bring more accountable ways of being in these territories. Students will: 1) contribute to a curricular resource for place-based studies and 2) contribute to building a Community Toolshed for restoring traditional plants on campus, inspired by Songhees leadership (especially Cheryl Bryce).